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Abstract

Synthesizing datasets for conversational ques-
tion answering (CQA) from unlabeled docu-
ments remains challenging due to its interac-
tive nature. Moreover, while modeling informa-
tion needs is an essential key, only few studies
have discussed it. In this paper, we introduce
a novel framework, SIMSEEK, (Simulating
information-Seeking conversation from unla-
beled documents), and compare its two variants.
In our baseline SIMSEEK-SYM, a questioner
generates follow-up questions upon the prede-
termined answer by an answerer. On the con-
trary, SIMSEEK-ASYM first generates the ques-
tion and then finds its corresponding answer
under the conversational context. Our experi-
ments show that they can synthesize effective
training resources for CQA and conversational
search tasks. As a result, conversations from
SIMSEEK-ASYM not only make more improve-
ments in our experiments but also are favorably
reviewed in a human evaluation. We finally re-
lease a large-scale resource of synthetic conver-
sations, WIKI-SIMSEEK, containing 2 million
CQA pairs built upon Wikipedia documents.
With the dataset, our CQA model achieves the
state-of-the-art performance on a recent CQA
benchmark, QuAC (Choi et al., 2018) 1.

1 Introduction

Conversational question answering (CQA) involves
modeling the information-seeking process of hu-
man dialogue. In the task, systems should under-
stand questions according to the conversational con-
text. To build robust systems, large-scale CQA
datasets (Choi et al., 2018; Reddy et al., 2019;
Saeidi et al., 2018; Campos et al., 2020) have re-
cently been introduced. Still, they are limited in
scale to generalize toward real-world applications,
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1The code and dataset are available at github.com/naver-
ai/simseek.

Juanita Moorea1

Who is the 3rd African American actress to get 
a nomination for supporting actress Oscar?

q 1

Evidence Document

Natural causesa2

How did she pass away?q 2

Topic : Lionel Messi
Section : 2012 - FC Barcelona

Background

Evidence Document

Juanita Moore, the third African-
American actress to ever get a 
supporting actress Oscar nomination, 
died of natural causes …

CANNOTANSWER (Not in the document)a2

Did the team do well this year?q 1

Who was their coach?q 2

(a) Information-symmetric Conversation

(b) Information-asymmetric Conversation

the team was eliminated in the semi-final a1

Figure 1: Examples of two conversation scenarios. In
the former, questioners with access to the evidence doc-
ument often ask less related things to the conversation.
In the latter, questioners seek new information from the
inaccessible document, leading to information-seeking
behaviors, i.e., open-ended and unanswerable questions.

which motivates the development of automated
methods for constructing CQA datasets.

However, generating CQA datasets is a challeng-
ing task, which requires interactions between ques-
tioner and answer. Therefore, most of the literature
has discussed subparts of the overall process. One
line of research in conversational question genera-
tion (CQG) aims to generate follow-up questions
upon held-out conversations (Pan et al., 2019; Qi
et al., 2020; Gu et al., 2021). Another line of re-
search in CQA has greatly enhanced answer accu-
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racy (Qu et al., 2019b; Kim et al., 2021; Zhao et al.,
2021). Despite the recent advances, they assume
all other ingredients (i.e., gold history by humans)
are given.

Moreover, modeling information needs can fa-
cilitate simulating realistic conversations. As illus-
trated in Figure 1 (a), questioners with excessive
information often ask questions incoherent with the
conversation. On the other hand, the information
needs drive the questioners to seek new knowledge
via conversation, failing to do so sometimes, as
shown in Figure 1 (b). However, only few CQA
studies have focused on it (Qi et al., 2020).

In this paper, we propose a novel framework,
SIMSEEK (Simulating Information-Seeking con-
versation from unlabeled documents) and compare
its two variants. Both consist of two sub-modules,
questioner and answerer, that converse with each
other; but each variant assumes opposite scenarios,
respectively. In (1) SIMSEEK-SYM, an answerer
first identifies answers from the document, and
then a questioner asks context-dependent questions
based on the predetermined answer. On the con-
trary, (2) SIMSEEK-ASYM allows a questioner to
ask questions without any prior knowledge about
the answer. Then, an answerer provides corre-
sponding answers to the asked questions. Either
way, SIMSEEK sequentially generates QA pairs at
every turn, moving the conversation forward.

We generate synthetic conversations with our
frameworks and evaluate them. Despite the sim-
ilarity of the two frameworks, SIMSEEK-ASYM

performs better, which reveals the importance of
modeling information needs. We first conduct
experiments on a challenging CQA benchmark,
QuAC (Choi et al., 2018) in the semi-supervised
setup. Our experimental results demonstrate the ef-
fectiveness of the synthetic dataset from SIMSEEK-
ASYM that outperforms other CQA generation base-
lines. Besides, it also enhances the dense retriever
on a conversational search benchmark, OR-QuAC
(Qu et al., 2020). We perform a human evalua-
tion to investigate how different conversations are
generated by two variants, compared to the origi-
nal human ones. As a result, conversations from
SIMSEEK-ASYM are more favorably reviewed in
overall adequacy than others, including humans.

We finally construct a large-scale resource of
synthetic conversations, WIKI-SIMSEEK, which
contains 2 million CQA pairs built upon 213k
Wikipedia passages. Further trained on the dataset,

our CQA model achieves state-of-the-art perfor-
mance on QuAC. We hope it would shed light on
building more robust CQA models and identifying
the factors for realistic information-seeking conver-
sation.

Our main contributions are summarized as:

• We propose a novel framework SIMSEEK that
generates synthetic conversations from unla-
beled documents and compare its two vari-
ants to provide a deeper understanding of the
information-seeking conversation.

• To the best of our knowledge, we are the first
to demonstrate the effectiveness of synthetic
datasets in two downstream tasks, CQA and
conversational search.

• We construct and release a large-scale re-
source of synthetic conversations, WIKI-
SIMSEEK. By leveraging it, we achieve state-
of-the-art performance on a challenging CQA
benchmark, QuAC.

2 Background

In the information-seeking conversation, two
agents (i.e., questioner and answerer) converse
about the specific topic. To provide accurate knowl-
edge to the questioner, the answerer can utilize
the document that consists of answer-containing
passage c and its background knowledge B (i.e.,
the title and abstract). Let qt be the current ques-
tion and at be its corresponding answer at turn
t. Formally, CQA systems are required to find
correct answer at to the question qt from the pas-
sage c based on the conversational history H<t =
[(q1, a1), ..., (qt−1, at−1)], i.e. p(at | qt, c,H<t).

Typically, most CQG research assumes that the
questioner can access the answer-containing pas-
sage c. Hence, they formulate the task of gener-
ating the question qt based on the passage c and
answer at, i.e. p(qt | c, at,H<t) (Gao et al., 2019;
Pan et al., 2019; Gu et al., 2021). The formulation
can be considered a straightforward extension of
the dominant paradigm in single-turn QA genera-
tion (Puri et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2021), where
models generate questions given their answers. Re-
cently, Qi et al. (2020) suggest a new viewpoint to
promote a natural scenario of information-seeking
conversation. In the setup, CQG modules are
blinded to the answer-containing passage and rely
on background information B when generating con-
versational question qt, i.e. p(qt | B,H<t).
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against Valencia, he scored five times in a Champions 
League last 16-round match,. ...
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Section Title: 2012, FC Barcelona
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Figure 2: Overview of our frameworks continuing the held-out conversation H<t. To generate a QA pair (qt, at) at
current turn t, (a) SIMSEEK-SYM first extracts the answer candidate at from the passage c. Then, the questioner
generates question qt that can be answered by at. (b) SIMSEEK-ASYM first asks a follow-up question without
accessing the passage. The answerer then provides an answer to the question from the evidence passage. Finally, we
append the resulting QA pairs to the history H<t for moving on to the next turn.

3 SimSeek

We newly introduce two opposite ways to simu-
late synthetic conversations from unlabeled docu-
ments, SIMSEEK-SYM and SIMSEEK-ASYM, as
illustrated in Figure 2.

3.1 SimSeek-sym
We propose a strong baseline, SIMSEEK-SYM, in-
spired by the information-symmetric scenario. It
can also be viewed as a straightforward extension
of QA generation frameworks that are dominant
in single-turn QA tasks (Puri et al., 2020; Lewis
et al., 2021). The framework is composed of the
following components:

1. A conversational answer extractor (CAE) to
detect answer candidates from the passage,
considering the conversation.

2. An answer-grounded CQG (CQGanswer) to
generate conversational questions that are
likely to be answered by the detected candi-
dates.

3. A filtering CQA model that predicts an answer
to the generated question based on the conver-
sation. If the predicted answer is not matched
with the predetermined answer by CAE, the
QA pair is dropped.

Conversational Answer Extractor The compo-
nent identifies spans that are likely to become an
answer to the probable questions from the pas-
sage. The selected span should also be natural
to keep the conversational flow. Specifically, the
CAE model psyma (at | H<t, c) calculates the likeli-
hood of answer span at and predicts the most likely

prediction ât without taking the current question qt.
By the likelihood values, we obtain the set of top-
k answer candidates Ât = {â1t , â2t , . . . , âkt }. By
jointly encoding the history H<t with the passage
c, the component could consider conversational
flow when extracting Ât. We adapt 2D span extrac-
tion head upon the backbone architecture as Lewis
et al. (2021) propose.

Answer-grounded CQG Grounded on each ex-
tracted span, the CQGanswer generates a follow-
up question on the held-out conversation. Thus,
it should satisfy multiple objectives at once; gen-
erating proper questions for the answer and co-
herent with the history. Formally speaking, the
CQGanswer synthesizes the conversational ques-
tion based on the history, passage, and extracted
answer, i.e. psymq (qt | c, at,H<t). We employ a
T5-based sequence-to-sequence model as a back-
bone of the component (Raffel et al., 2020). In
particular, we highlight target answer at as ratio-
nale span in the passage c with a special token sug-
gested by Gu et al. (2021). In addition, we adopt
a mask prediction scheme that aligns its objective
with that of the pre-training phase following Chada
and Natarajan (2021).

Roundtrip Filtration for CQA The filtering
model ensures the quality of generated questions,
by checking the roundtrip consistency (Alberti
et al., 2019; Puri et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2021).
When the predictions of the filtering model are not
matched with the predetermined answer by CAE,
the question-answer pairs are discarded. We ease
the filtering rule, from exact match to word-level
similarity (i.e., F1 score) since the answers in CQA
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are often lengthy, compared to those in the single-
turn QA. We employ the fine-tuned CQA model as
our filtered, i.e., psymf (at | qt, c,H<t).

3.2 SimSeek-asym

To simulate the information-asymmetric conversa-
tion effectively, we introduce a novel framework,
SIMSEEK-ASYM (Figure 2 (b)). The framework
consists of the following components:

1. A prior-grounded CQG (CQGprior) for gener-
ating conversational questions relying solely
on prior information (i.e., background infor-
mation relevant to the topic).

2. A conversational answer finder (CAF) to com-
prehend the generated question and provides
the most acceptable answer to the question
from the evidence passage.

Prior-grounded CQG CQGprior asks questions
from insufficient information. Hence, the com-
ponent requires neither the answer at the current
turn nor the answer-containing passage. Instead,
it generates questions solely based on the back-
ground information about the topic, B. Specifically,
it models conversational question qt from the given
history H<t and background B, i.e. pasymq (qt |
H<t,B).

For a fair comparison of two CQG components,
T5-based sequence generator is adopted to imple-
ment the CQGprior, same with the CQGanswer.
They share the same architecture but their designs
differ from each other. We restrict CQGprior from
accessing answer-relevant information, encourag-
ing it to learn information-seeking behavior. Al-
though it slightly sacrifices QG performance in
the automatic metric (i.e., BLEU), CQGprior plays
a crucial role in simulating realistic information-
seeking conversations. We also demonstrate a one-
to-one comparison by performing an intrinsic eval-
uation in Appendix B.1.

Conversational Answer Finder The conversa-
tional answer finder (CAF) provides an answer
to the generated question based on the evidence
passage. Its objective is modeling pasyma (at |
qt, c,H<t). CAF plays the answerer’s role in the
information-seeking scenario by providing the re-
quested information from the passage c. Note that
any CQA model can be adopted as the CAF com-
ponent and hence trained on the existing CQA

datasets in the same way. The design choice en-
ables SIMSEEK-ASYM to generalize toward other
advanced CQA approaches effectively.

3.3 Synthetic CQA from Documents
Our two SIMSEEK frameworks can generate syn-
thetic conversations from unlabeled documents.
To train all modules in our frameworks, we use
finite amount of human-labeled dataset D =
{(Bi, ci,qi,ai)}|D|

i=0, where the qi and ai denote
all questions and answers, respectively, up to the
maximum turn T in i-th conversation.

In the inference phase, we suppose a unseen
corpus C = {(Bj , cj)}Mj=0, which contains total M
number of unlabeled documents. Each SIMSEEK

framework sequentially synthesizes questions and
answers at every turn t, starting from empty history
H<0. Specifically, SIMSEEK-SYM is formulated
as:

psym(qt, at | H<t,B, c)
≈ psymq (qt | at,H<t, c) · psyma (at | H<t, c)

It first narrows down the potential target of the ques-
tion, constraining the question distribution. Note
that it does not consider the filtering process while
generating the conversation. Instead, we discard
unqualified (q, a) pairs after all conversations are
terminated. On the other hand, SIMSEEK-ASYM

decomposes the process into:

pasym(qt, at | H<t,B, c)
≈ pasyma (at | qt,H<t, c) · pasymq (qt | H<t,B)

Contrary to SIMSEEK-SYM, it allows the question
distribution to approximate any questions relevant
to the topic. Finally, our frameworks generate ques-
tion and answer at every turn t as:

q̂t, ât = argmax
qt,at

p(qt, at | Ĥ<t,B, c)

where Ĥ<t is a sequence of the generated (q, a)
pairs at previous turns and p(·) can be modeled
as either psym(·) or pasym(·). The generated pair
(q̂t, ât) is appended to Ĥ<t, resulting in Ĥ<(t+1).
The conversation progresses until it reaches the
maximum turn T or satisfies several termination
rules 2. Finally, we obtain sequences of the gener-
ated questions q̂j and answers âj by iterating the
generation process, which results in the synthetic
CQA dataset D̂ = {(Bj , cj , q̂j , âj)}Mj=0.

2 See each termination rule in Sec 4.1 and 6.1, respectively
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4 Evaluating Synthetic Conversations

We evaluate our SIMSEEK in the semi-supervised
setup. To this end, we train all components on the
existing CQA dataset D first. Then, synthetic con-
versations are generated upon unseen documents C
by our frameworks. The resulting conversations are
used as an additional training resource for down-
stream tasks. We train task-specific backbones on
the synthetic datasets and test their performances
in two downstream tasks, CQA and conversational
search. See more details in Appendix A, C.

4.1 Experimental Setup
Datasets All baselines and our frameworks are
trained on a recent CQA benchmark, QuAC (Choi
et al., 2018), which consists of 100k QA pairs for
information-seeking conversation. CANARD (El-
gohary et al., 2019) convert questions in QuAC into
self-contained questions such that they could be un-
derstood without the conversation. We construct
a single-turn QA dataset by replacing questions
in QuAC with them, which is called CANARD
in below. For evaluating the quality of synthetic
conversations in the conversational search, we use
OR-QuAC (Qu et al., 2020). It extends QuAC to
the open-domain setup and measures the perfor-
mance in the passage retrieval task. Further details
are described in Appendix A.1.

Semi-supervised Setup We split the original
training set of QuAC into three subsets, QuACseen,
QuACunseen, and the validation set, following prior
works (Elgohary et al., 2019; Qu et al., 2020)3. We
train all components on QuACseen, considering it
as the given dataset D. Then, assuming unlabeled
documents of QuACunseen as an unseen corpus
C, we construct synthetic dataset D̂ with the CQA
generation frameworks.

We use synthetic datasets detailed in Section
5. In particular, we set the maximum turn T as
6 and do not end the conversation early than that.
Models for downstream tasks are trained on either
the synthetic set only (D̂) or the merged set (D+D̂),
and tested on the original evaluation set. We report
and compare their performances to measure the
quality of synthetic conversations. More details are
in Appendix A.2

Baselines for Synthetic CQA Generation We
introduce solid baselines for synthesizing CQA
datasets and compare them with our methods.

3 Table 8 shows detailed statistic

Since there doesn’t exist any prior work available,
we simply extend PAQ (Lewis et al., 2021), one of
the dominant frameworks in single-turn QA tasks,
and then adopt them as our baselines. For PAQ-
CANARD baseline, we train its all components on
CANARD, regarding it as the single-turn QA task.
PAQ-QuAC extends it by adopting CQGanswer that
can consider the conversation history. The ques-
tioners in all baselines also require the target an-
swer when generating questions. But all answerers
cannot consider the held-out conversation. More
details are in Appendix A.3

Baselines in Downstream Tasks After build-
ing synthetic conversations, we train and test the
baseline models in downstream tasks. For the
CQA task, we choose three backbone architectures,
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) in base and large size,
and Longformer-large (Beltagy et al., 2020). Long-
former architecture has been shown to be effective
for encoding much longer history, which achieves
competitive performance with the previous state-
of-the-art approach (Zhao et al., 2021). In addition,
we test synthetic datasets in one of the document
retrieval tasks, conversational search, where sys-
tems are required to retrieve relevant documents
to conversational queries. We employ the off-the-
shelf dense retriever, DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020),
as our baseline for conversational search. Further
details are in Appendix A.4

4.2 Experimental Results

Semi-supervised CQA We evaluate the effec-
tiveness of our synthetic datasets on a recent CQA
benchmark, QuAC. Table 1 shows the end perfor-
mance of CQA models trained on the resulting
datasets. When using the synthetic dataset alone
(D̂), PAQ-CANARD shows the lowest performance
in all CQA backbones. It implies the difficulty
of directly extending single-turn QA methods to
CQA. Adopting CQG module that can consider
the conversational context (PAQ-QuAC) advances
CQA performance with a huge gap of over 15 F1
scores in all backbones. It indicates that learn-
ing to comprehend conversational questions is cru-
cial to improving CQA performance. SIMSEEK-
SYM, where all components consider the history,
shows comparable scores with PAQ-QuAC. De-
spite the small gap, SIMSEEK-SYM largely out-
performs PAQ-QuAC without the filtering process
that often saturates the end-CQA performances.
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CQA Backbone Trained on
Synthetic CQA Generation D̂ D + D̂

RoBERTa-base
None (D̂ = empty) - 64.4
PAQ-CANARD 38.2 64.3
PAQ-QuAC 55.9 64.6
SIMSEEK-SYM 55.5 64.4
SIMSEEK-ASYM 62.5 65.3

Human Annot. (D̂ = QuACunseen) 65.3 67.5

RoBERTa-large
None (D̂ = empty) - 65.6
PAQ-CANARD 38.8 66.5
PAQ-QuAC 51.5 66.6
SIMSEEK-SYM 54.3 66.3
SIMSEEK-ASYM 64.8 67.5

Human Annot. (D̂ = QuACunseen) 65.0 70.3

Longformer-large
None (D̂ = empty) - 72.0
PAQ-CANARD 37.5 71.5
PAQ-QuAC 61.7 71.7
SIMSEEK-SYM 60.8 71.7
SIMSEEK-ASYM 71.5 73.1

Human Annot. (D̂ = QuACunseen) 72.3 73.8

Table 1: Comparison over synthetic CQA generation
methods. We report F1 scores for the end CQA perfor-
mance on the development set of QuAC. Frameworks
for synthetic CQA generation are trained on the original
dataset D and generate the snythetic dataset D̂. Finally,
student CQA baselines are fine-tuned on either D̂ or
D + D̂. “Human Annot.” indicates human-labeled con-
versations from the original QuAC, i.e., QuACunseen.

4 SIMSEEK-ASYM shows dominant performance
compared to other baselines. Moreover, the perfor-
mance gap increases as the size of CQA models
gets larger. It implies that SIMSEEK-ASYM could
generate finer quality of synthetic conversations
when leveraging better CQA models.

Results of (D + D̂) show augmentation effect of
generated datasets. Most of the baselines fail to
improve the performance, which implies the diffi-
culty of generating realistic CQA examples. On
the other hand, our proposed framework SIMSEEK-
ASYM consistently improves CQA performance
over all CQA backbones. Specifically, it im-
proves RoBERTa-large and Longformer-large by
1.9 and 1.1 F1 scores compared to the main baseline
(None), respectively. Surprisingly, Longformer-
large with SIMSEEK-ASYM achieves competitive
performance as when trained on the human-labeled
dataset, by a gap of only 0.7. It shows SIMSEEK-

4 Table 6 provides an ablation study on it

Retrieval Model OR-QuAC
Synthetic CQA MRR R@5 R@20

DPR trained on D + D̂
None (D̂ = empty) 53.3 64.8 73.8
SIMSEEK-SYM 50.4 62.4 72.3
SIMSEEK-ASYM

w/ RoBERTa-base 51.5 63.3 73.6
w/ RoBERTa-large 53.4 64.4 73.6
w/ Longformer-large 54.4 66.1 75.3

Table 2: Evaluation results of conversational passage
retrieval on OR-QuAC test set. Longformer-large archi-
tecture is used for SIMSEEK-ASYM.

ASYM succeeds in simulating human-like conver-
sations.

Utility in Conversational Search Table 2 shows
the retrieval performances of baseline retrieval
model, DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020) on OR-QuAC
dataset (Qu et al., 2020). The resulting conversa-
tions from SIMSEEK-SYM degrade the retrieval
performance, indicating it fails to model questions
in the information-seeking conversation. We re-
port the results of SIMSEEK-ASYM combined with
different answerers. Among them, the framework
with Longformer-large only succeeds in boosting
the retrieval performance of DPR. Although dense
retrievers do not encode any answers by the task
setup, retrieval performances vary depending on
the capabilities of answerer model. It implies that
interacting with a better answerer allows the ques-
tioner to ask more diverse and adequate questions,
leading to a more realistic information-seeking con-
versation.

5 Analysis

We report detailed statistics of the generated
datasets and perform a human evaluation to analyze
the quality of conversations and compare them.

5.1 Qualitative Analysis

Table 3 summarizes statistics of synthetic conversa-
tions from two frameworks. All datasets show sim-
ilar overlap score of question-answer, word-level
F1 of (qt, at). In contrast, we observe a meaning-
ful gap in the overlap between the question and
previous responses, word-level F1 of (qt, a0:(t−1)),
which measures how many words from the oppo-
nent’s responses are reused in the current question.
On the other hand, SIMSEEK-SYM more frequently
exploits one of the tricks for seeking new informa-
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QuAC SIMSEEK
SYM ASYM

tokens / question 6.5 7.3 7.5
tokens / answer 15.1 17.6 16.8

F1 of (qt, at) 7.0 10.2 9.7
F1 of (qt, a0:(t−1)) 17.1 19.0 26.9

% Anything else? 18.4 23.8 17.0
% Unanswerable Qs 17.3 1.0 19.7

Table 3: Comparison over the original QuAC and syn-
thetic datasets from our frameworks. SIMSEEK-ASYM
uses Longformer-large as the answerer in the table. For
scalable analysis, we automatically count “Anything
else?” questions with certain strings (e.g., “other” and
“else”)

tion, “Anything else?” questions5, which shifts
the current topic and requests any new informa-
tion. The questioners ask these questions effort-
lessly without considering conversational context
much. SIMSEEK-SYM rarely asks unanswerable
questions. On the other hand, SIMSEEK-ASYM

often fails to acquire answers as humans do and
their frequencies are similar. SIMSEEK-ASYM gen-
erates conversations that have similar statistics to
the original QuAC, overall.

5.2 Human Evaluation

We perform a human evaluation to examine the
quality of synthetic conversations. Specifically, we
conduct a pairwise judgment with Amazon Me-
chanical Turk, asking the workers to assess the rel-
ative quality of follow-up QA pairs. More details
are described in Appendix E.

We first ask the workers to judge (1) the over-
all adequacy of generated QA pairs to the given
history. It represents how adequate the QA pair is
for continuing the given conversation. Addition-
ally, we also ask (2) informativeness (i.e., does the
question try to gather new information), (3) con-
text relevance (i.e., how relevant or specific is the
question to the given context), and (4) answer ac-
curacy (i.e., whether the answer is a correct one to
the question), inspired by the metrics of Qi et al.
(2020); Li et al. (2021); Thoppilan et al. (2022).
Figure 3 summarizes the results. We find that there
are no significant differences in informativeness.
Hence, SIMSEEK-ASYM show similar informative-
ness scores compared to humans.

SIMSEEK-SYM asks questions closely related
to context and answer; however they are rarely

5 See the example in Table 9.
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Figure 3: Pairwise human evaluation results for the
original QuAC (human) and the synthetic conversations
from SIMSEEK (sym and asym). The annotators pick
the better one from two random QA pairs in terms of
each criterion. We report the overall proportion of ma-
jority votes for each instance. We conduct a bootstrap
test with 105 samples for the difference between pairs.
We add labels only when the difference is statistically
significant (p-value lower than 0.1).

adequate. The annotators conclude that conver-
sations from SIMSEEK-SYM are more relevant to
the document than SIMSEEK-ASYM. Moreover,
answers to their corresponding questions are more
accurate than SIMSEEK-ASYM since the questioner
asks questions with having their answers. However,
SIMSEEK-SYM are less frequently chosen as ad-
equate. In other words, it succeeds in generating
coherent QA pairs at each turn, but it is inadequate
in simulating information-seeking behaviors.

Conversations from SIMSEEK-ASYM are re-
viewed as more adequate even than humans,
overall. We observe that repeating the opponents’
responses often leads to high adequacy6. As shown
in Table 3, SIMSEEK-ASYM asks questions highly
overlapped with previous responses a0:(t−1), which
makes it perceived as more helpful and communica-
tive by the annotators. On the contrary, original
questions in QuAC often request new knowledge
concisely, which seems relatively less enthusiastic.
Thus, this leads to the ironic result that human-
annotated conversations are less frequently chosen
in terms of overall adequacy.

6 We further report the qualitative case study in Table 9
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Dataset Domain Dialogs Ques.

Single-turn QA
SQuAD Wikipedia 107K
Natural Questions Wikipedia 307K
PAQ Wikipedia 65M

CQA
QuAC Wikipedia (People) 13K 98K
CoQA 7 sub-domains 13K 127K
DoQA Stack Exchange 2K 10K

Open-Domain CQA
OR-QuAC Wikipedia (People) 5.6K 40.5K
QReCC Wikipedia 14K 81K
TopiOCQA Wikipedia 4K 50K

Ours
WIKI-SIMSEEK Wikipedia 213K 2.1M

Table 4: Comparison over CQA datasets with WIKI-
SIMSEEK

6 Wiki-SimSeek

Based on our results, we newly construct syn-
thetic conversations on the larger scale of corpus,
Wikipedia, by applying SIMSEEK-ASYM. We fi-
nally release a large-scale resource of information-
seeking conversations, WIKI-SIMSEEK, which
consists of 2.1 million questions and answer pairs
upon 213k Wikipedia passages.

6.1 Dataset Construction

First, we crawl the documents from Wikipedia by
using KILT tools (Petroni et al., 2021) 7. Fol-
lowing Choi et al. (2018), we collect Wikipedia
articles from a list of category keywords leverag-
ing a web interface, Wikipedia foundation8. We
use the abstract of Wikipedia documents as back-
ground information, while sections between 250
and 550 words are picked as evidence documents.
Then, we use SIMSEEK-ASYM with the answerer
(Longformer-large) to simulate synthetic conversa-
tions upon the crawled Wikipedia documents. In
particular, SIMSEEK-ASYM generates the conver-
sations until they reach the twelfth turn or more
than three unanswerable questions are asked. Ta-
ble 4 shows overall statistics of WIKI-SIMSEEK

and compares it to other QA datasets. Each dia-
log contains 10.0 question-answer pairs on average,
which shows that the framework can carry on long
conversations and bring out new information.

6.2 Further Improvement of CQA Models

To investigate the effect of WIKI-SIMSEEK, we
compare our models with previous approaches on

7 github.com/facebookresearch/KILT
8 petscan.wmflabs.org

CQA Model QuAC
F1 HEQ-Q HEQ-D

HAE (Qu et al., 2019a) 63.1 58.6 6.0
GraphFlow (Chen et al., 2019) 64.9 - -
HAM (Qu et al., 2019b) 66.7 63.3 9.5
ExCorD (Kim et al., 2021) 67.7 64.0 9.3
RoR (Zhao et al., 2021)∗ 75.7 73.4 17.8

Ours
Longformer-large 74.0 71.0 13.7

+ WIKI-SIMSEEK 75.0 72.5 13.2
+ CoQA 69.5 63.3 7.7
+ CoQA + WIKI-SIMSEEK 76.1 73.4 16.4

Table 5: Comparsion over baseline CQA models on the
development set of QuAC. By using SIMSEEK-ASYM,
WIKI-SIMSEEK is generated from unlabeled documents
of Wikipedia . Models with asterisk (∗) are additionally
trained on CoQA datatset. GraphFlow (Chen et al.,
2019) does not report HEQ scores.

QuAC as shown in Table 5. Unlike the semi-
supervised setup, all components of our frame-
works are trained on the training set of QuAC. Fur-
ther training Longformer-large on WIKI-SIMSEEK

improves the performance by 1.0 of F1 and 1.5 of
HEQ-Q. To compare fairly with the previous best
performing model RoR (Zhao et al., 2021)9, we
also employ another CQA dataset, CoQA (Reddy
et al., 2019) as an additional training resource.
Baseline performances are significantly degraded
when we use only CoQA for data augmentation. It
shows that simply combining two different datasets
could cause a distribution shift, leading to a perfor-
mance drop. However, when WIKI-SIMSEEK is
additionally used, it boosts the CQA model perfor-
mance by a large gap of 1.7 F1 score. It achieves
state-of-the-art performance in F1 score on QuAC.
As a result, our dataset could be one of the solutions
to mitigate the shift, providing further improve-
ment. Note that other baseline approaches could be
further improved by our synthetic datasets. More-
over, since SIMSEEK-ASYM is a model-agnostic
framework, other CQA models can be adopted as
the answerer for generating synthetic datasets.

7 Related work

Conversational Question Answering With the
advent of recent large-scale CQA datasets (Choi
et al., 2018; Reddy et al., 2019), numerous studies
proposed methods to resolve the challenging task.
Most works focused on developing model struc-
tures (Zhu et al., 2018; Qu et al., 2019a,b) that are
specialized in the CQA task. Several works demon-
strated the effectiveness of the flow mechanism in

9 Zhao et al. (2021) also use CoQA to achieve the scores.
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CQA (Huang et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2019). Most
recently, leveraging self-contained questions (Kim
et al., 2021) or encoding longer context (Zhao et al.,
2021) have been shown to be effective in the task.

Synthetic QA Generation Many question gen-
eration (QG) researches have sparked advances in
various QA tasks (Dhingra et al., 2018; Dong et al.,
2019; Lewis et al., 2019; Alberti et al., 2019; Puri
et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2021). Most of early stud-
ies propose to generate them in a cloze-style (Dhin-
gra et al., 2018; Lewis et al., 2019) or by using
pre-defined templates (Fabbri et al., 2020). Recent
studies for the synthetic QA generation propose the
pipeline strategies composed of three sub-phases,
answer extraction, question generation, and various
filtering steps such as round-trip filtration (Alberti
et al., 2019; Puri et al., 2020; Lewis et al., 2021).

Conversational Question Generation Many
works attempt to generate human-like conversa-
tional questions. Pan et al. (2019); Gao et al.
(2019) introduce the challenge of CQG and suc-
cessfully extend the single-turn question generation
to consider conversational input. Most prior works
are based on the information-symmetric assump-
tion (Pan et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2019; Nakanishi
et al., 2019; Gu et al., 2021). Recently, Qi et al.
(2020) investigate information-asymmetric conver-
sations. They first attempt to generate the conversa-
tional questions without evidence document. Con-
currently, Dai et al. (2022) propose a method to turn
document into dialogue and release a large-scale
dataset of synthetic dialogue. However, they report
improvements only in the conversational search
task.

8 Conclusion

In this work, we propose a novel framework, SIM-
SEEK, simulating information-seeking conversa-
tion from given unlabeled documents. Our frame-
works assume two scenarios and compare them
to provide a deeper understanding of information-
seeking conversation. Experimental result shows
that our SIMSEEK-ASYM generates human-like
conversation. Moreover, we provide insightful anal-
yses to help understand the information-seeking
conversation better. We finally release the large-
scale resources of synthetic conversations, WIKI-
SIMSEEK. We hope it could be a stepping stone for
building robust CQA models that can be general-
ized toward the real-world scenario. Furthermore,

it could be beneficial to identify the factors in real-
istic information-seeking conversations.

Limitations

We tested various methods for automatically filter-
ing the generated conversations from SIMSEEK-
ASYM. However, since it already simulates human-
like questions as shown in our evaluation, we failed
to significantly improve the performance in down-
stream tasks. Thus, we only adopt several filtering
rules to discard deviated conversations. One might
propose a novel filtration method for SIMSEEK-
ASYM by investigating our resulting dataset, WIKI-
SIMSEEK. WIKI-SIMSEEK, is limited in the spe-
cific language (i.e., English). We use machines
with 8 V100 GPUs and training Longformer-large
on WIKI-SIMSEEK takes a few days, which re-
quires relatively high computational costs.
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A Experimental Details

A.1 Datasets

QuAC QuAC (Choi et al., 2018) consists of 100k
QA pairs in information-asymmetric dialogues,
where a questioner asks questions based on a topic
with background information, and an answerer
returns the answers in the form of text spans in
Wikipedia document. Restricting the questioners
from accessing the answer-containing document,
the authors encourage them to seek new informa-
tion on a topic via conversation. Following Choi
et al. (2018), we evaluate models with the F1 score
for QuAC. Since the test set is only available in
the QuAC leaderboard, we evaluate models on the
development set10. HEQ measures whether a CQA
model finds more accurate answers than humans in
each granularity (HEQ-Q for question, HEQ-D for
dialogue)11.

OR-QuAC Qu et al. (2020) extend the original
QuAC dataset to open-domain setup12. It assumes
that a ground-truth document is not given in ad-
vance, which means the answerers do not know
what to be asked before a conversation begins. In-
stead, they first need to search relevant passages
from web-scale documents (about 11M chunked
passages) based on the given conversational history
and current question. After reading the retrieved
passage, they predict an answer to the question.
Following the original setup in Qu et al. (2020), we
only regard previous questions {q1, q2, ..., qt−1} as
history without answers. Since OR-QuAC is simi-
larly partitioned with our QuAC splits (see details
in Table 8), we use same synthetic conversations
that are used for CQA task. For evaluation, mean
reciprocal rank (MRR), Recall@5 (R@5), and Re-
call@20 (R@20) are used to evaluate first stage
conversational retrieval.

A.2 SimSeek for Semi-supervised Setup

For semi-supervised CQA setup, we set QuACseen

as D and documents in QuACunseen as C. The
number of turns T is set to 6 in our generations.
For OR-QuAC experiment, we follow the semi-
supervised setup since OR-QuAC shares the same
document split with the semi-supervised setup. All
CQG models are based on T5-large (Raffel et al.,
2020) model of 770M parameters, and we use 5 for

10 quac.ai
11 Evaluation scripts are provided by quac.ai
12 github.com/prdwb/orconvqa-release

beam size of beam search and 0.98 for top-p value
of nucleus sampling (Holtzman et al., 2020) with
1.2 temperature. We employ the same backbone for
the CAF with corresponding CQA student models,
RoBERTa-base (125M), RoBERTa-Large (355M),
and Longformer-large (435M) (Liu et al., 2019;
Beltagy et al., 2020).

A.3 Baselines for Synthetic CQA Generation
We introduce strong baselines for synthesizing
CQA datasets and compare them with our meth-
ods. For a fair comparison, we train all components
of approaches on the same labeled dataset D, and
generate the synthetic dataset D̂ on the unlabeled
corpus C.

PAQ-CANARD For the single-turn QA genera-
tion, Lewis et al. (2021) propose PAQ, the pipeline
strategy composed of three phases, answer ex-
traction, question generation, and round-trip fil-
tration. Even though it is not designed to gener-
ate context-dependent questions, we generate de-
contextualized conversations like CANARD (Elgo-
hary et al., 2019). Thus, we fine-tune every com-
ponent of the PAQ on CANARDtrain. Then, we
include it as one of the baselines leveraging single-
turn QA.

PAQ-QuAC We construct a baseline by using a
straightforward way to extend the single-turn QG
framework, e.g., PAQ (Lewis et al., 2021), to a con-
versational setup. We replace the question genera-
tor in PAQ with CQGanswer model that also takes
the conversation history as input. Different from
our SimSeek-sym, the baseline utilizes the origi-
nal answer extractor model of Lewis et al. (2021),
which extracts answer candidates regardless of con-
versational history, i.e. pa(a | c). From a given
answer-containing passage c, top-k answer candi-
dates are extracted by the model in advance. Then,
we randomly take out an answer from the candi-
dates to feed it to the CQGanswer at every turns.

A.4 Baslines in Downstream tasks
CQA Models After building synthetic CQA
datasets upon the unlabeled corpus C, the base-
line CQA models are trained on the datasets. By
comparing the resulting CQA performances, we
evaluate the effectiveness of the generated dataset
D̂. We test three backbone architectures for CQA,
base and large size of RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019),
and Longformer-large (Beltagy et al., 2020). By
contrasting various sizes of pre-trained models, we
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show the different effects of data augmentation. In
addition, we involve Longformer architecture that
has been shown to be effective for encoding much
longer history (Zhao et al., 2021), which achieves
competitive performance with the state-of-the-art
approach.

Conversational Search We employ dual-
encoder based dense retriever, DPR, for our
baseline (Karpukhin et al., 2020). Especially, we
initialize the encoders with pre-trained DPR model
on Natural Questions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019).
To represent query input, we concatenate questions
{q1, q2, ..., qt} with [SEP] token. We truncate the
input length when longer than 128 but retain first
question q1 at the same time (Qu et al., 2020). The
context input is concatenation c and its title with
[SEP]. The maximum length for the context input
is 384. We train the model for 10 epochs with 128
for batch size, 3e-5 for lr, 0.1 for lr warming up,
and 0.01 for weight decay. All DPR models are
trained by using in-batch negative without any
usage of hard negatives (Karpukhin et al., 2020).

B Additional Experiments

B.1 Intrinsic Evaluation of CQG models
Table 7 presents intrinsic evaluation results of our
two kinds of CQG models. Scores represent the
lexical similarity of the generated questions with
the ground-truth questions when ground-truth con-
versational history is given. The sub-component of
SIMSEEK-SYM, CQGanswer significantly outper-
forms CQGprior in BLEU scores of all n-gram lev-
els. The contrasting results to our experiments (Sec-
tion 4.2) imply that accurate generation grounded
on the answer is not enough to generate realistic
conversation. Instead, we presume other vital fac-
tors, such as question based on information asym-
metry, proper answer selection in natural conver-
sational flow, and their chained interactions, con-
tribute to a better synthetic CQA generation.

B.2 Ablation Study on the Filtration
We perform an ablation study on the filtering pro-
cess and compare SIMSEEK-SYM to the strong
baseline, PAQ-QuAC. The two frameworks show
similar performance in Table 1. Despite the small
gap, we observe the end-CQA performances are
often saturated by the filtering procedure. Without
the filtration (D̂unfilt), SIMSEEK-SYM consistently
outperforms PAQ-QuAC over all backbone base-
lines. It also shows better filtration efficiency by

a gap of approximately 20%p in the success rate.
The results indicate that SIMSEEK-SYM greatly ad-
vances the generation frameworks for simulating
CQA datasets.

C Implementation Details

All our implementations are based on hugging-
face’s transformers library (Wolf et al., 2019).

C.1 Training models in SimSeek

We train overall four models, CAE, CQGanswer,
CQGprior, and CAF on QuACseen split for Sim-
Seek. We optimize all models using AdamW opti-
mizer with linear learning rate scheduling (Kingma
and Ba, 2017). The best-performing checkpoint is
selected according to validation score.

We employ 2D span extraction model proposed
in PAQ with bert-base-uncased backbone for
CAE (Devlin et al., 2019; Lewis et al., 2021). We
observe that using the previous question and answer
pair, (qt−1, at−1), instead of the whole history Ht

is enough to get reasonable performance. The qa
pair is appended to c with [SEP] token for input
representation. We set overall maximum sequence
length to 512 and the maximum history length 32.
We train it for 3 epochs with 8 for batch size, 3e-
5 for lr on 1 32GB V100 GPU. To evaluate the
model, we check whether the ground-truth answer
span at is in the predicted top-10 answer spans Ât,
i.e. Recall@10.

For both CQG models, we employ same t5-
large backbone but different input representations.
First, c, <sep>, q1, <sep>, a1, ..., at−1, <mask>,
at, <sep> are concatenated to represent input for
CQGanswer, where the <sep> and <mask> are spe-
cial seperator and masking token, respectively. And
the output representation of it is concatenation of
<bos>, qt, and <eos>. As mentioned in Section 3.1,
the c is highlighted by <hl> tokens to emphasize
rationale for at (Gu et al., 2021). Second, B, <sep>,
q1, <sep>, a1, ..., at−1, <mask> are concatenated
to represent input for CQGprior and the output rep-
resentation is the same with that of CQGanswer.
Actually, the B is composed of three textual inputs,
title, section title, and background (abstractive de-
scription) 13. They are also concatenated with the
<sep> token to represent the B. The masked ques-
tion prediction scheme is inspired by Chada and
Natarajan (2021) and we find the scheme is more
sample efficient in our preliminary experiment. We

13 Please see Table 9
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Synthetic CQA Filtration RoBERTa-base RoBERTa-large Longformer-large
Generation #(D̂) %(Success) D̂unfilt D̂ D̂unfilt D̂ D̂unfilt D̂
Human (D̂ = QuACunseen) 37,753 - - 65.3 - 65.0 - 72.3

PAQ-QuAC 11,794 28.5 % 44.9 55.9 47.1 51.5 42.7 61.7
SIMSEEK-SYM 19,550 46.6 % 51.8 55.5 53.3 54.3 53.6 60.8

Table 6: Comparison over two baselines with detailed statistics for the filtering process. D̂unfilt represents the CQA
dataset that is not filtered by our filtering process. Although the two frameworks achieve similar performances in
Table 1, SIMSEEK-SYM largely outperforms PAQ-QuAC in the no-filtering setup.

Trained on Model B-1 B-2 B-3 B-4

QuACseen
CQGanswer 28.2 18.0 11.9 9.1
CQGprior 23.9 14.4 9.0 6.4

QuACfull
CQGanswer 29.6 19.3 12.8 9.7
CQGprior 24.5 15.2 9.8 7.4

Table 7: Automatic evaluation over two different CQG
models of our frameworks on QuAC development set.
The B-* indicate BLEU scores.

train both CQG models for 10 epochs with 16 for
batch size, 3e-5 for lr, 0.1 for lr warming up, and
0.01 for weight decay on 2 32GB V100 GPUs. We
set maximum sequence length for the input repre-
sentations to 512 and maximum context length to
384. The context means c and B for CQGanswer

and CQGprior, respectively.

We adopt three CQA backbone architectures,
RoBERTa-base, RoBERTa-large (Liu et al., 2019),
and Longformer-large (Beltagy et al., 2020), which
are shown to be effective in CQA task. Please note
that any CQA models can be used for CAF model
as a teacher. For all CQA models, we concatenate
the title, sub-title, and previous history to question
text, separating with the special token [SEP]. We
train all models for 2 epochs without weight decay
on all datasets and set maximum answer length 64.
CQA models return CANNOTANSWER when all scores
of answer logits do not exceed a pre-defined thresh-
old. RoBERTa backbones are trained for batch size
12 per each GPU without weight decay. We set the
maximum length for query and input sequences as
128 and 512, respectively. Due to their limitation of
the input sequence length, a single question-answer
pair at previous turn (t − 1) is included to the in-
put, shown to be most effective in prior works (Qu
et al., 2019a). When Longformer architecture is
adopted, we find the optimal setup of the maximum
length for query and sequence as 768 and 2048, re-
spectively. It encodes all previous history and titles
when providing answers. They are trained with

QuAC Train Dev

QuACsplit Seen Unseen Valid Dev

# Passages 4,383 6,694 490 1,000
# Questions 31,527 37,753 3,430 7,354

OR-QuAC Seen Unseen Dev Test

# Passages 4,383 6,694 490 771
# Questions 31,527 - 3,430 5,571

Table 8: Data statistics of QuAC dataset used in our
experiments. Note that we use questions and answers
in QuACunseen to represent human upper bound. OR-
QuAC also contains 11M of chunked passages collec-
tion for the retrieval. We split datasets following CA-
NARD (Elgohary et al., 2019), which is smilar with
OR-QuAC (Qu et al., 2020)

batch size 1 per GPU. For the large-size models,
we train them with a learning rate 1.5e-5 on 8 32GB
V100 GPUs.

C.2 Training on Wiki-SimSeek

When trained on WIKI-SIMSEEK, we validate
models every 20000 steps with the validation split
of QuAC. We evaluate best performing models on
the development set

D Dataset Statistics

Table 8 shows data statistics used in our experi-
ments.

D.1 Case Study

We explore how SimSeek-sym fails to simulate real-
istic conversations, but SimSeek-asym successfully
mimics information-seeking behaviors.

The first case in Table 9 shows the synthetic
conversation simulated by SimSeek-sym. In the ex-
ample, consecutive and disjoint spans are selected
for answers from the evidence document as the
conversation progresses. Moreover, all questions
contain a common phrase “What happened · · · ”
while mentioning keywords that have appeared in
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SimSeek-sym
Title : Native Americans in the United States Section Title : Self-determination

Document c :
· · ·
Upset with tribal government and the failures of the federal government to enforce treaty rights, about 300 Oglala Lakota
and AIM activists took control of Wounded Knee on February 27, 1973. Indian activists from around the country joined
them at Pine Ridge, and the occupation became a symbol of rising American Indian identity and power. Federal law
enforcement officials and the national guard cordoned off the town, and the two sides had a standoff for 71 days.
· · ·
· · ·
q3 : What happened at Wounded Knee?
a3 : Indian activists from around the country joined them at Pine Ridge, and the occupation became a symbol of rising

American Indian identity and power.
q4 : What happened after they took control of Pine Ridge?
a4 : Federal law enforcement officials and the national guard cordoned off the town, and the two sides had a standoff

for 71 days.
q5 : What happened during the standoff?
a5 : During much gunfire, one United States Marshal was wounded and paralyzed.
· · ·

SimSeek-asym
Title : Thor Heyerdahl Section Title : Kon-Tiki expedition

Background B
Thor Heyerdahl (October 6, 1914 - April 18, 2002) was a Norwegian adventurer and ethnographer with a background
in zoology, botany, and geography. He became notable for his Kon-Tiki expedition in 1947, · · ·
· · ·
q4 : What were some of the things he found on the Kon-Tiki expedition?
a4 : The raft proved to be highly manoeuvrable, and fish congregated between the nine balsa logs in such numbers that
ancient sailors could have possibly relied on fish for hydration in the absence of other sources of fresh water.
q5 : Are there any other interesting aspects about this article?
a5 : The documentary film of the expedition entitled Kon-Tiki won an Academy Award in 1951.
q6 : Why did the film win an Academy Award?
a6 : CANNOTANSWER

Table 9: Examples of the resulting datasets simulated by SimSeek-sym and SimSeek-asym. In the first case (above),
SimSeek-sym asks unspecific questions repeatedly, which can effortlessly achieve the goals, answer relevance
and coherence with the conversation; but it leads to the shallow conversation. On the contrary, SimSeek-asym
successfully mimics diverse information-seeking behaviors that are commonly occurred in human dialogue.

previous answers. Asking these ambiguous ques-
tions repeatedly would be the best option for the
answer-grounded CQG to achieve answer relevance
and coherence with the conversation easily.

On the other hand, we observe various
information-seeking behaviors in the second case
from our SimSeek-asym. The lack of information
impels questioners to ask open-ended questions us-
ing uncertain words such as “some of the things”
in q4. When they cannot find adequate follow-up
questions on the conversation, they ask an addi-
tional information as in q5. They sometimes fail to
acquire new knowledge when the question cannot
be answered by the evidence document (see q6, a6).

E Human Evaluation Details

Data Preparation We ask five workers to com-
pare and rate each candidate follow-up QA gen-
erated by one of the models or sampled from the
original dataset, given the dialogue history and doc-
ument context (total 296 samples). The workers
were asked to assess the five criteria ranging from
the informativeness of the question and the answer
accuracy.

As reported by Li et al. (2021), we also observe
that the annotators exhibit a bias for questions that
do not have an answer (i.e., CANNOTANSWER). In ad-
dition, we find that the annotators tend to score
favorably “Anything else?” questions in most crite-
rion since they often seem relevant to their answer
and conversational context. Thus, we filtered out
those types of QA pairs when reporting the scores.
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Title : Esports Section Title : History Early history (1972–1989)

Document c
The earliest known video game competition took place on 19 October 1972 at Stanford Universit
for the game "Spacewar". Stanford students were invited to an "Intergalactic spacewar olympics"

whose grand prize was a yearś subscription for "Rolling Stone", with Bruce Baumgart winning
the five-man-free-for-all tournament and Tovar and Robert E. Maas winning the Team Competition.
The Space Invaders Championship held by Atari in 1980 was the earliest large scale video game competition,
attracting more than 10,000 participants across the United States , establishing competitive gaming

as a mainstream hobby. · · ·
Background B
Esports (also known as electronic sports, e-sports, or eSports) is a form of competition using video games.
Most commonly, esports takes the form of organized, multiplayer video game competitions,
particularly between professional players, individually or as teams.
Although organized online and offline competitions have long been a part of video game culture,
these were largely between amateurs until the late 2000s, when participation by professional gamers and
spectatorship in these events through live streaming saw a large surge in popularity.
By the 2010s, esports was a significant factor in the video game industry,
with many game developers actively designing toward a professional esports subculture.

Conversation in WIKI-SIMSEEK
q1 : What is the history of esports?
a1 : The earliest known video game competition took place on 19 October 1972 at Stanford University
for the game "Spacewar".
q2 : What was the result of this competition?
a2 : Bruce Baumgart winning the five-man-free-for-all tournament and Tovar and Robert E. Maas
winning the Team Competition.
q3 : Did esports grow from there?
a3 : The Space Invaders Championship held by Atari in 1980 was he earliest large scale video game competition,
attracting more than 10,000 participants across the United States,
q4 : What happened after the Space Invaders Championship?
· · ·

Table 10: Another qualitative example in WIKI-SIMSEEK. Especially, it shows that our framework works well even
for topics of out-of-domain, i.e., “esports”, which is not person-related categories as in original QuAC.

F Other Details

Computational Cost We conduct training and
inference once for all experiments since it takes
huge computational cost. Training Longformer-
large on WIKI-SIMSEEK takes 4 days for machines
with 8 V100 GPUs.
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Figure 4: The detailed instructions given to the crowdworkers during human evaluation on Amazon Mechanical
Turk. The task description and the settings were based on prior work (Qi et al., 2020)
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